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Symptom	 checkers	 are	 software	 tools	 that	 allow	 users	 to	 submit	 a	 set	 of	 symptoms	 and	 receive	
advice	related	to	them	in	the	form	of	a	diagnosis	list,	health	information	or	triage.	The	heterogeneity	
of	 their	 potential	 users	and	 the	number	of	 different	 components	 in	 their	 user	 interfaces	 can	make	
testing	 with	 end-users	 unaffordable.	 We	 designed	 and	 executed	 a	 two-phase	 method	 to	 test	 the	
respiratory	diseases	module	of	the	symptom	checker	Erdusyk.	Phase	I	consisted	of	an	online	test	with	
a	 large	sample	of	users	 (n	=	53).	 In	Phase	 I,	users	evaluated	the	system	remotely	and	completed	a	
questionnaire	based	on	the	Technology	Acceptance	Model.	Principal	Component	Analysis	was	used	
to	 correlate	 each	 section	 of	 the	 interface	with	 the	 questionnaire	 responses,	 thus	 identifying	which	
areas	of	 the	user	 interface	presented	significant	contributions	to	the	technology	acceptance.	 In	the	
second	 phase,	 the	 think-aloud	 procedure	was	 executed	with	 a	 small	 number	 of	 samples	 (n	 =	 15),	
focusing	 on	 the	 areas	with	 significant	 contributions	 to	 analyze	 the	 reasons	 for	 such	 contributions.	
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		1. Introduction  Consumer-oriented Clinical Decision Support Systems (CDSSs) are software systems that aim to help information consumers making informed decisions about their health [1]. With shared decision making on the agendas of many health organizations [2–4] and an increasing number of patients who are willing to be involved in their own health decisions [5], consumer-oriented CDSSs can be an effective tool to enable patient empowerment, thus allowing patients to become active participants in decisions about their healthcare and, at the same time, allowing them to make sensible use of healthcare resources. Among the different types of existing consumer-oriented CDSSs [1], symptom checkers allow patients to register a set of symptoms and receive a list of possible diagnoses or advice about what actions might be appropriate to perform (self-triage) [6]. The first symptom checkers were static websites or CD-based applications [7], and they were not widely deployed by health trusts. However, with an increasing pressure on primary care, and studies showing that up to 50% of the visits to a general practitioner’s (GP) office were unnecessary [8][9] and up to 70% were minor health incidents [10], consumer CDSSs, and particularly symptom checkers, have caught the attention of health organizations.  Nowadays, several health organizations have started using symptom checkers to develop broad diagnostic and self-triage systems to guide each patient to the most appropriate action[11–16]. For example, the symptom checkers offered by the Mayo Clinic [14] and WebMD [16] provide information about the possible diseases linked to the symptoms reported by the patient. The British NHSDirect provides a more self-triage oriented service that combines a web application for patients to report symptoms with a call center where nurses provide advice. The appropriate use of symptom checkers can have a significant impact both on patient health and health organizations [6]. Regarding patient health, a symptom checker can help patients to perform self-care, avoiding unnecessary medical attention [8](e.g. visits can be managed by consulting with a pharmacist) [8], or it can help them to access and process health information rather than search Google, thus avoiding the problems involved in consulting raw information with different quality and technical levels [17][18]. Regarding health organizations, symptom checkers relieve the pressure of unnecessary visits by guiding patients to the appropriate health circuit. For example, in 2011, NHSDirect avoided 1.5 million unnecessary surgery appointments and 0.7 million emergency calls [15,19]. Although more evaluations are needed, recent studies have indicated that investments in web-based symptom checkers already have good outcomes for emergency cases but need improvement in non-emergency and 
self-care cases [6,20]. This is interesting, since the investment needed to develop them is moderate compared to other health interventions. For example, Elliot et al. reported that the accuracy of web-based symptom checkers and telephone triage lines are comparable [21]. However, when direct human support is not provided by these systems, the appropriate communication of health information by the user is paramount, so the system provides appropriate guidance. This involves a challenge in the design of inquiry methods and user interfaces for symptom checkers since health information usually contains clinical terms, quantitative measures and time patterns [22] that users need to understand to provide accurate communication about their health conditions. In fact, little is known about how patients understand health information [1] or how patients perceive their conditions in contrast to how health professionals characterize and see them [3]. Therefore, assumptions about general user interface design cannot be readily applied and metrics for symptom recording Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) still need to be established. This makes the design and evaluation of each symptom checker´s user interface a unique process. That evaluation needs to effectively assess how successful the system is in communicating the clinical concepts that patients must understand to accurately communicate their health information. In fact, there may be many differences among users and many may have problems interpreting their health information considering that only 30% to 60% of citizens are health literate [23]. How successful that communication is will be the main factor influencing how accurate the system is in providing advice to the patient. Otherwise, even with advanced recommendation algorithms, if poor quality information is provided, the system will end up in a “garbage in, garbage out” situation. In such cases, a consumer CDSS may mislead the user rather than provide support for health related decision-making, driving some of them to increase unnecessary GP visits, or worse, advise others to perform self-care when they may be suffering a life-threatening condition. Therefore, besides measuring design usability flaws, techniques to evaluate Human Computer Interaction (HCI) between users and CDSSs are needed to determine if a cognitive gap exists between the clinical concepts that the GUI exposes and the user´s interpretation of the information requested. Only when that gap is minimized will it be effective and safe to deliver a symptom checker.  2. Background 
	2.1. Context: The symptom checker Erdusyk  
Nowadays, most symptom checkers are in their first generation, meaning that they use an algorithm to diagnose or perform triage, but they still do not use information from external services (such as epidemiological ones) to improve their accuracy [6]. In North Norway, the symptom checker Erdusyk (in English, Are You Ill?) has been running since 2012 [24]. Erdusyk has evolved from this first generation of symptom checkers by introducing algorithms that leverage data provided by the patient (symptoms, demographics, etc.) and data from the incidence of gastrointestinal and respiratory infectious diseases datasets extracted from regional laboratory information systems [25]. By combining both, the system provides users with a list of the probabilities of the diseases that may be affecting them. This way they can access quality information to decide whether it is appropriate to perform self-care or that they need to visit their GP.  Recently, Norway has promoted a national initiative to evaluate openEHR and SNOMED-CT to enable the interoperability of clinical data across electronic health records [26,27,27–29]. As a consequence, the next version of Erdusyk should use Clinical Information Models (CIMs) to structure the information recorded by the patient [30] defined as openEHR archetypes. In addition, the system uses SNOMED-CT as clinical terminology [31].  To adapt Erdusyk to the new national scene and develop it into a second-generation symptom checker that can represent information using archetypes, we have accomplished several tasks. First, we have redefined its architecture to deal with archetypes [32]; second, we have used the national knowledge management center to drive the definition of archetypes for the new Virtual Medical Record (VMR) [31]; and third, we have developed data integration strategies to enable the secondary use of data from the laboratory information system in its inference engine [33]. The study was performed when the combination of different system components was being performed; therefore the interaction with the user had to be evaluated (user-task-system evaluation) [34]. According to the classification proposed by Yen and Bakken, this situates Erdusyk in Stage 3 of the development cycle, where aspects such as perception, acceptance, accuracy, and learnability must be evaluated in a laboratory setting [34]. This evaluation is of paramount importance since it will detect if there are significant usability barriers that will prevent users from using Erdusyk appropriately to record their symptoms. Specifically, this will determine the number of features from archetypes that the user is able to submit and will therefore determine which features from archetypes can be used by the symptom checker´s new algorithm. Figure 1 illustrates the archetype and medical ontology containing the medical concepts that are requested by Erdusyk´s user interface, and, on the right side, the cloud representing the cognitive process that users go through in order to understand those medical concepts. 
 Figure 1. Schema of the medical ontology and clinical model that the user needs to populate to feed the CDSS.  2.2. Usability testing of CDSSs  Usability testing encompasses the evaluation of several dimensions that determine how well a software system can be understood, learned, and used and be attractive to the user [35]. The study of the cognitive process the user goes through when performing a task with the system is covered by the dimension that evaluates how well the system is understood. In symptom checkers, this concerns the identification and understanding of HCI barriers during the symptom recording process. Many techniques, including those performed by both experts and end-users, are available for usability testing in healthcare. Techniques such as cognitive task analysis, heuristic evaluation, and cognitive walkthrough involve testing with expert evaluators that examine the system while it performs some tasks to unveil usability problems [36]. Other methods involve end-users to test the system and perform objective and subjective measurements while they are using the system [34]. Examples of objective measurements can be eye-tracking or the time required to finish a task; examples of subjective measures can be interviews about the system or questionnaires that evaluate different parts of the system. Currently, standards such as ISO9241 cover usability and ergonomic aspects. In the field of CDSS usability testing, mixed techniques have been proposed that combine two or more different types of techniques to improve the accuracy of tests and avoid bias. For example, Boland et al. [37] proposed a complete testing methodology with two main phases. The first 
phase performed a cognitive walkthrough that compared the tested system with a previously selected reference system, and the second phase applied the think-aloud procedure and usability evaluation questionnaires [37]. Van Engen-Verheul also proposed a mixed method that 1) applies the think-aloud procedure to measure usability problems, and 2) analyzes interviews to measure deviations from the system´s predefined data entry. Li et al. proposed a method that combines the think-aloud procedure with near live scenarios to test a CDSS for primary care [38]. Davis and Jiang proposed a mixed analysis of a CDSS for people with diabetes by combining objective measurements (e.g. number of errors and completion time) with subjective measurements from usability questionnaires[39]. Lai et al. combined a heuristics evaluation with the think-aloud procedure to test a patient-oriented CDSS to prevent depression in chronically ill patients [40]. Although many of these techniques have been successfully used to test CDSSs oriented to clinical users or even chronic patients, they are not optimized to detect HCI barriers present in symptom checkers´ interfaces. There are two main factors that make testing of symptom checkers different from CDSSs oriented to clinical users: 1) expert methods only are not applicable provided that the end-users understanding of the system´s interface needs to be carefully assessed to avoid negative outcomes, and 2) symptom checker GUIs are very large and contain many different execution paths. This makes the cost of testing in controlled environments with end-users very high.  In the case of symptoms checkers, if an evaluation is performed only by an expert, it may bias the usability problems that are related to the understanding of clinical terms, temporality measures, and so on. Therefore, in this situation, testing with real users is necessary in order to understand the cognitive process that users go through when using a new system to record health data. A widely accepted technique that is based on the study of cognitive science is the think-aloud procedure [41,42]. Although some of the studies that have tested CDSSs used the think-aloud procedure as the gold standard for usability testing [43], this was done with a small sample of end-users that already had experience in the business process that the system covered. Even in the case of patient-oriented systems, their users are limited to a subset of one particular chronic disease and therefore they have a priori knowledge of the parameters that they need to submit to monitor their condition [39,40]. However, symptom checkers have a much more heterogeneous group of users accessing the system. Some of those users may have higher health literacy and experience in recording online information and some may have very little or no experience. This diversity of users, added to the size of a symptom checker´s interfaces, would require a large sample. However, the cost of testing with end-users in controlled environments may disallow the use of the think-aloud procedure for large samples. This is especially relevant in the case of Erdusyk, where an archetype-driven GUI contains a 
high number of symptoms that have many details and paths that users may follow when they record symptoms. The archetype contains 14 elements per symptom. The respiratory disease module alone contains 9 symptoms. This involves 126 different sections, each of with have several subsections that can be covered by following several execution paths with different combinations. To cope with this situation, we present a two-phase method for testing symptom checker interfaces with a high number of variables and execution paths. The first phase is oriented to detect which parts of the system present problems. This phase is performed through a freely accessible online system on the Internet where anyone can record a set of symptoms by answering a Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)-based questionnaire [44,45] to provide an evaluation of it. This allows for testing the system with a large sample of end-users without making them move to a controlled usability laboratory. The result of this phase is a set of areas where there are significant contributions to the users´ technology acceptance. In the second phase, that knowledge can be used to optimize the think-aloud procedure [42] since only a fraction of end-users are needed to cover the evaluation of significant areas. This strategy aims to keep the cost of the procedure at reasonable levels by restricting the use of the think-aloud procedure to key areas while keeping the study robust with a large sample size, providing an appropriate coverage of the interface.  3. Materials and Methods  3.1. Principal Component Analysis  In usability studies, it is common to have a large number of independent (explanatory) variables corresponding to the different sections of the GUI, the characteristics of the users, and so on. In addition, it is common to have a response variable (e.g., usefulness perception, ease of use, efficiency, etc.) observed indirectly through questionnaires or scales composed of several items [36]. Therefore, the response is a latent variable observed through correlated variables (e.g., items in a questionnaire). These situations complicate data analysis. In scenarios where there are many correlated variables, “classical” statistical analysis (e.g., ANOVA) cannot be reliably applied since multicollinearity (inter-correlated variables) may lead to imprecise estimation of the effects of variables in the response variable and unstable estimation of the model´s parameters. In these cases, multivariate statistics can be beneficial since they provide optimal methods for visualizing the latent variable, dealing with multicollinearity and studying 
the effect of the users´ different observations over the variance of the response variables. Among the different multivariate techniques available, Principal Components Analysis (PCA) deals with a large number of correlated variables that refer to the same underlying observed phenomena (e.g., usability)[46]. PCA is a dimensionality reduction technique that allows the representation of data described by a large number of variables, possibly correlated, as projections into a reduced set of linearly independent vectors known as principal components (PCs). Intuitively, PCA allows the separation of the true structure of data from random variation, concentrating the data structure in a few PCs [47]. When PCA is performed, a PC for each of the variables is estimated. The first PC is the one that represents the direction with the largest variance of data (see PC1 in Figure	 2). The second PC corresponds to the second largest direction of variance, which is orthogonal to the first one (see PC2 in Figure	 2)[48]. The following PCs correspond to the following directions of variance that are orthogonal to the previous ones [48]. Since PCs are orthogonal, there is no correlation among them. The proper selection of a minimal set of PCs allows for representing the observations in a reduced dimensional space, thus facilitating the visualization and analysis of complex multidimensional datasets. Figure	 2 shows a minimal example where observations described by three variables are projected into a dimensional space defined by the two PCs that better summarize the direction of variance of the observations in the original 3D space. To reduce the dimensionality, PCA only retains those PCs that explain the largest proportion of the total variance. A common method for selecting which PCs to retain is the Elbow method [47]. The Elbow method plots the eigenvalues (which correspond to the proportion of variance) vs. each PC and establishes that the PCs to retain are those prior to the change in the slope. 










	Figure	3.	Selection	of	components	with	the	"Elbow"	method.	Beyond data visualization, PCA opens the door to applying statistical analysis, such as multiple regression or ANOVA [47]. PCA can be used as a previous step for regression in order to summarize correlated variables into a few orthogonal PCs. Since PCs are linearly independent, then regression can be applied to explain or predict the variation of observations across these PCs from a set of explanatory variables (e.g. users´ characteristics, GUI section etc.).   3.2. Usability methods  This study makes use of two well-established usability evaluation techniques: 
TAM: TAM is a theoretical model that was developed to measure perceived usability [44]. TAM has two main blocks, which are related to usefulness perception and ease of use. TAM has been extensively used in many sectors to measure technology acceptance. Over the years, several extensions have been developed to include new factors that complement the measurement of technology acceptance [49,50]. Nowadays, TAM has been extensively used in many sectors, including Healthcare [45].  
Think-Aloud: Think-aloud is a procedure that originated in cognitive psychology and was adapted 
to provide usability researchers with insights into the participant´s mental process when using a system [41]. When compared to expert-based examination, the think-aloud procedure allows the detection of more severe and recurring problems than expert-based methods [36]. In addition, it allows researchers to understand the reason for the problem directly from the user´s perspective. In this study, we used concurrent think-aloud because it is preferred version of the think-aloud procedure for diagnosing usability problems [36]. The think-aloud procedure can be complemented with retrospective interviews where the issues raised during the session are analyzed with the user. Interviewing the participants after the think-aloud procedure sessions provides a mean for deeper engagement with them compared to regular user observation. This 















































 Figure 4. Methodology workflow. 3.3.2. Phase I: Problem detection The problem detection phase consisted of a study performed with a large sample of citizens who tested the system and answered a subset of six questions adapted from TAM [45], plus one additional question that referred to the familiarity of the vocabulary used in the system. Participants were recruited through Facebook ads and the university website during April and May 2015. Table	1 shows the distribution of users by gender and age group. In this phase, the participants carried out the study on the Internet through their own computers without direct contact with the research team. Provided that we were at Stage 3 of development [34], we aimed to explore the symptom recording cognitive process rather than the tool usefulness as a whole. Therefore, we selected a reduced subset of six questions adapted mainly from TAM’s ease of use set. In addition to the TAM–based questions, a question that aimed to detect problems in the communication of clinical terms was added. The questions are displayed in Figure 5. To answer the questions, the users selected a value in a continuous 10-point Likert scale inspired by the procedure of Tedesco and Tullis [51] (with 0=Totally Disagree to 10 = Totally Agree). The application asked the participants to record a set of symptoms among wheezing, shortness of breath, fever, weight loss, chest pain, headache, cough, and feeling generally unwell. They were instructed to go over the website workflow until the system informed them that their symptoms had been recorded. Once the users had recorded their set of symptoms, the evaluation questionnaire was displayed (i.e., the questionnaire was completed once during each session). The users could choose to record their real symptoms (if they were ill or had recently 
been ill) or record a set of symptoms of their choice according to their previous experiences while being ill.  
Table	1.	Gender	and	age	groups	of	participants.	Age group Female Male Total  19-29 2 1 3 30-49 24 3 27 50-64 14 6 20 65+ 2 2 4   
 Figure 5. Evaluation of the TAM-based questionnaire. Originally, we aimed for total number of samples of 100. However, after cleaning and removing duplicates, a total of 53 subjects had completed the symptom recording process and submitted the usability evaluation questionnaire. Duplicates were detected based on IP addresses. All symptoms were checked to ensure that they had been covered by reviewing the data recorded in each section. The users´ responses are provided as additional material. In reviewing gathered data, we saw that it was formed by variables of different natures; that is, qualitative vs. quantitative. Table	2 contains the independent variables considered in the study. 
Four of them relate to demographic data (gender, age, chronic diseases, and ill), whereas the other nine relate to the symptoms that could be recorded. 
Table	2.Independent	variables.	Variable Type Possible values Ill Qualitative 1/0 Gender Qualitative 0 = male, 1 = female Age Quantitative ordinal (age ranges) 18-29 years ->1 30-49 years ->2 50-64 years->3 65+ years -> 4 
 Chronic disease Qualitative 1/0 (presence or not of chronic diseases) One additional variable per symptom (wheezing, cough, productive cough, shortness of breath, headache, chest pain, fever, weight loss, generally unwell) 
Qualitative 1/0 (depending weather the user recorded that symptom or not) 
 The seven questions of the questionnaire shown in Figure	3 led to seven quantitative variables (Qi) representing the answer to each question and ranging from 1 (totally disagree) to 10 (totally agree). The 53 subjects, who provided seven answers each, led to a total of 371 answers for all questions. Among them, four missing values were present in the questionnaire responses dataset. We considered that dropping all the information from those subjects (six answers remaining from each) would lead to more information loss than imputating them. Therefore, we imputated the four missing values as the average of all the values provided for that question. Data from one subject was excluded for being considered as an outlier. The questionnaire data were analyzed to identify factors influencing the results by types of symptoms registered, previous disease (diabetes, COPD, asthma, cardiovascular, or other), age range, and gender.  To unveil the usability issues of the system, the data registered by the users (the independent variables corresponding to symptoms, demographics, etc.) needed to be related to the answers that they provided to the questionnaire (the dependent variables that identify the responses to the questionnaire). In this way, it was possible to determine how each independent variable influenced the questionnaire responses (positively or negatively). 
TAM questions represent a way of measuring a variable that cannot be directly observed: the acceptance of the technology by the users. This involves a problem of multicollinearity among all the dependent variables since, in essence, they are measuring the same thing; presenting a challenge in dealing with the high dimensionality present (14 independent variables and 7 dependent variables). To deal with that situation, we proceeded to determine which independent variables influenced the users´ technology acceptance in two steps:  a) First, we applied PCA to reduce the dimensionality of the response variable (i.e., 7 Qi variables) to two uncorrelated PCs. As explained in the Results section, the first PC was associated with the variables derived from TAM (TAM_PC); the second component was associated with the familiarity of the vocabulary (VOC_PC).  b) Second, the scores derived from the PCA were used to estimate two regression models with the objective of quantifying the effects of the independent variables (Xi) over the mean values of TAM_PC and VOC_PC. The statistical software packages used for the Phase II analysis were Stata 14 and R.  3.3.3. Phase II: Problem analysis 
	As a result of the problem detection phase we determined several areas that needed further investigation to analyze why they generated a negative or positive contribution to the PCs. Therefore, the think-aloud procedure was executed to provide insights into the cognitive process of users when they register their symptoms. Phase II uses the outcome of Phase I to constrain the areas of the GUI that must be tested to diagnose the causes of their significant contribution, thus minimizing the number of users needed for the think-aloud procedure. The execution of the think-aloud procedure relied on a set of vignettes that were designed from clinical resources and medical literature used to train clinicians [6]. Additionally, the vignettes were validated by a GP (JCA). The set of vignettes contained general symptoms of respiratory diseases, focusing on those symptoms that had been detected to have a significant contribution to TAM_PC or VOC_PC. The think-aloud procedure was performed with 15 individuals between April and July 2016. The users were recruited via mailing lists and advertisements on the university website. This sample was independent from Phase I´s sample. Participants were native Norwegian speakers, were attached to the Norwegian healthcare system, and did not have an educational or professional background related to healthcare; most had a high educational profile, used a 
computer on a daily basis, and did not show signs of cognitive impairment. No formal questionnaire was used to detect cognitive impairment; rather, we used the training stage during the think-aloud procedure for that. Of the 15 participants, 2 belonged to the [18-29] age group; 7 belonged to [30-49]; 5 belonged to [50-64]; and 1 belonged to the [65+] age group. Regarding their educational profiles, 3 had completed secondary education; 1 had a bachelor´s degree; 3 had master´s degrees and 3 had PhDs. Regarding gender, 5 were male and 10 were female. After the test, the participants were awarded with a lottery ticket. The data privacy delegate of the University Hospital of North Norway approved the study. The think-aloud procedure started by introducing the participants to the system´s objective; second, they continued training on an external website until they performed the think-aloud procedure properly; third, the session with Erdusyk was performed; and finally, a retrospective interview was conducted to analyze the user´s problems noted by the two interviewers during the procedure. The sessions were videotaped and the screen was recorded with ActivePresenter®. The data was transcribed verbatim and analyzed qualitatively by two independent reviewers (LMR, EB) in NVivo 11 following the Framework method [52,53]. The average weighted interrater agreement calculated using Cohen’s Kappa was 0.82, almost perfect agreement [54]. The steps followed during the qualitative analysis were: 1) Familiarization: The two reviewers went through the interview materials independently, reading the notes taken during the interview, listening to the recordings and/or watching the videotaped sessions. The familiarization was performed freely and each reviewer wrote his or her own impressions separately and chose which material to review (audio, video and/or interview notes) without a defined guide. The verbatim transcripts were not used in the familiarization stage. 
2) Open inductive coding of interviews: The two reviewers went through five interviews independently, coding them for HCI barriers and problems using NVivo 11. No predefined code list was used. The only agreement made before coding was that the reviewers would only code problems caused by the system and not problems caused by the user´s lack of attention to the assigned vignette. This provided the initial code sets used in the following stage to develop the framework index. 
3) Development and application of the analytical framework: The stages of development and application of the analytical framework overlapped in the execution of the Framework method.  The framework index was developed by iterating over the codes and notes taken in the coding stage until the reviewers agreed on a set of common codes and inductively identified hierarchical categories of the usability problems. The reviewers parallelized the coding and the 
transcript tasks as much as possible by coding transcripts as they were provided by the external transcription service. For every three transcripts analyzed, the reviewers met and crosschecked their results. When both reviewers agreed that an update of the framework index was necessary, they updated the categories and codes. When a modification of the index was performed, all the coded interviews needed to be updated. The most common sources of disagreement between the reviewers included differences in how specific the code to identify an issue should be, differences in the interpretation of the codes in the framework index, and determining when it was necessary to add a new code. Disagreements were discussed until a consensus on how to proceed was reached by the two reviewers. Iterative modifications of the framework index resulted in the task continuing until the very end of the qualitative analysis. The use of the qualitative data analysis software was crucial for keeping track of the changes performed and re-coding when the framework index was updated.  4) Charting data into the framework matrix: Once all the transcripts were coded with the final version of the index, the framework matrix (containing users as rows and codes of the index as columns) was generated using the qualitative data analysis software. The framework matrix contained the issues that each user faced in verbatim text, retaining references to the original transcripts. 
5) Interpretation of data: The results contained in the framework matrix were analyzed by the two reviewers to summarize the different issues and classify them as shown in Table	6, Table	7, and Table	8 Error!  Reference source not found.in APPENDIX I. This summary was used to interpret and abstract the results further with partial support from other members of the research team, going back to the original text when necessary, and to write the conclusions reported in the Results section of the paper. 
  4. Results  4.1. Phase I: Problem detection  4.1.1. Dimensionality reduction of response variables with PCA  PCA was performed in order to reduce the seven response variables (Qi) to two PCs. 
After scaling the Qi values, PCA was performed, which generated 7 PCs as a result. At this point, the minimum set of PCs that better represented the total variance needed to be selected. The scree plot of the proportion of variance explained by each PC is shown in Figure 6. The “elbow” is found between the second and third component.    
 Figure 6. Scree plot of the variances represented by each PC.  The first component clearly represents a big fraction of the variance, whereas the second component lies on the borderline. Both were retained as together they explain nearly 75% of variance and, as discussed in the next section, it makes sense to retain PC2 as well according to the data domain. This way we have retained the two components that have an eigenvalue higher than one. The two PCs (PC1 and PC2) selected are the dimensions that best represent the variation of the response data when the results of the set of Qis  (the answers to the questions) are projected onto them. Based on this, a biplot can be built to observe how the subjects and their Qi values lay on this new two-dimensional space. 
 Figure 7. Biplot of Qi variables projected onto the selected PCs. The biplot in Figure 7 displays the subjects´ responses projected on the selected PCs and the directions of variation of each response variable. The numbers are the subjects´ IDs and the red vectors are the gradients that show the direction where the value of the Qi response variable grows faster. The similarity in the direction of the response variable vectors provides an idea of the correlation among variables. As depicted in the biplot, variable Q1 is less correlated to the other variables that have strong positive correlations. In looking at the domain of the study, it is observed that Q1 corresponds to the additional question introduced in the usability questionnaire related to the understanding of the vocabulary; whereas the other variables correspond to the questions adapted directly form TAM. In terms of the correlation of the TAM questions, it is possible to see how the TAM questions effectively allow indirect observation of the underlying technology acceptance factor. When the directions of the response variables were checked, it was clear that PC1 seems to provide a general measure of the variation of all the TAM responses (Q2 to Q7) in one single dimension, while PC2 seems to summarize the variation of the responses to Q1.  To confirm this, the correlation coefficients (r) of each PC with the Qi variables were checked. PC1 has a high correlation coefficient with Q2-Q7 (r between 0.73 for Q6, lowest; and 0.91 for Q7, highest). Q1 correlation is relatively low with PC1 (r = 0.45) and more correlated with PC2 (r = 0.81). For clarity, as previously done in the Methods section, PC1 and PC2 will be identified as TAM_PC and VOC_PC. By keeping these two components, most of the effects of the information provided for symptoms and demographics over the questionnaire outcomes can be observed in two independent response variables: (a) TAM_PC, representing a summary of all TAM-related 
questions (Q2-Q7); and (b) VOC_PC, representing the vocabulary question (Q1). At this point, we have the values (scores) that represent the projection of each subject on TAM_PC and VOC_PC. Since they are orthogonal, we can build two different regression models to study the effects of the input data on the values of TAM_PC and VOC_PC.   4.1.2. Analysis of the relationship between independent variables and TAM_PC/VOC_PC 
	In the previous section, the seven correlated response variables were reduced to the two independent PCs: TAM_PC and VOC_PC. In this section, the influence of the independent variables on the expectancy of the two PCs will be studied. To do so, it is possible to proceed by estimating two different regression models:  (a) One model to study the effect of the independent variables (Xi) on the expectancy of TAM_PC; and (b) A second model to study the independent variables (Xi) on VOC_PC. Stepwise regression was used to estimate both models, because it could deal with the high number of independent variables. The significance threshold for p-values was set to 0.051.  Study of the effect of Xi on the expectancy of TAM_PC  By applying stepwise regression, it is possible to estimate a model with the response variables explaining most of the total variance, as shown in Table	3. 	 
Table	3.	Regression	model	for	TAM_PC	response.	
Variable	 Coefficient	 P-value	 Confidence	Interval	 Model	R2	





COUGH	 1.161513	 0.051	 -0.004844	 2.32787	
WHEEZING	 -3.385491	 0.015	 -6.085208	 -0.68577	
CONSTANT	 -0.2892261	 0.355	 -0.911587	 0.333134	





The coefficients of the model can be interpreted as follows: 𝛽! = −0.2892 → 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 𝛽! = 𝑊𝐻𝐸𝐸𝑍𝐼𝑁𝐺 = −3.385→  𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑊𝐻𝐸𝐸𝑍𝐼𝑁𝐺 𝑖𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡  𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑇𝐴𝑀_𝑃𝐶 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒  𝑜𝑓 3.385 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠  𝛽! = 𝐶𝑂𝑈𝐺𝐻 = 1.16→ 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝐶𝑂𝑈𝐺𝐻 𝑖𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡  𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑇𝐴𝑀_𝑃𝐶 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 𝑜𝑓  1.16 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠  𝛽! = 𝐹𝐸𝑉𝐸𝑅 = 1.946→  𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝐹𝐸𝑉𝐸𝑅 𝑖𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑜𝑓  𝑇𝐴𝑀_𝑃𝐶 𝑜𝑓 1.1946 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠  
Table	3 shows a significant p-value (0.0034<<0.05) for the model in explaining TAM using the independent variables considered. In terms of R2, the model is able to explain around a 24.1% of the variance in the response. The coefficient of WHEEZING is clearly significant (p-value=0.015) and negative, indicating a tendency of the users reporting it toward evaluating TAM more negatively. The coefficients of COUGH and FEVER are almost significant  (p-values=0.051 and 0.083, respectively) with both being positive. This seems to indicate a tendency of the users that reported those symptoms toward evaluating TAM more positively. Therefore, they were considered for further investigation with the think-aloud procedure to confirm or dismiss their influence.  Study of the effects on the expectancy of VOC_PC   To study the effects of the independent variables on VOC_PC, stepwise regression was used to estimate the model in Table	4.   
Table	4.	Regression	model	for	VOC_PC	response.	
Variable	 Coefficient	 P-value	 Confidence	Interval	 Model	R2	





WHEEZING	 -1.15775	 0.088	 -2.494873	 0.1793729	
AGE	 0.4004904	 0.028	 0.045788	 0.7551927	
CONSTANT	 -0.7845108	 0.099	 -1.720681	 0.151659	
  The coefficients of the model can be interpreted as follows: 𝛽! = −0.784 → 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝛽! = −0.571→ 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑜𝑓 ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑛 𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓  𝑉𝑂𝐶_𝑃𝐶 𝑜𝑓 0.571 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠  
𝛽! = 0.4→  𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡  𝑜𝑓 𝑉𝑂𝐶_𝑃𝐶 𝑜𝑓 0.4 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠  𝛽! = −1.157→  𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑊𝐻𝐸𝐸𝑍𝐼𝑁𝐺 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑉𝑂𝐶_𝑃𝐶  𝑜𝑓 1.157 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠   
Table	4 shows a significant p-value (0.007<<0.05) for the model in explaining VOC_PC using the independent variables considered. In terms of R2, the model is able to explain 21.7% of the variance in the response. Reporting wheezing contributed to a worse outcome in the evaluation of the understanding of the vocabulary (Q1). Also, the user being ill at the moment of using the application led to worse outcomes in the evaluation of the understanding of the vocabulary (Q1). The coefficients of ILL_PERSON and AGE were clearly significant (p-values 0.048 and 0.028, respectively). WHEEZING was almost significant (p-value = 0.088) and it was investigated further in Phase II to clarify its significance.  4.2. Phase II: Problem analysis  Taking the variables from Phase I that produced significant contributions to TAM_PC and VOC_PC expectancy into account, we designed a set of vignettes that contained realistic cases where those variables would be present. Then we assigned them to a set of users and performed the think-aloud procedure to identify the causes of those contributions. Figure	 8 shows the analytical framework that resulted from iterating over the codes and notes taken in the coding stage, and later proceeding inductively to classify them as hierarchical categories. Once it was stable, the framework was used to code all the interview transcripts of the think-aloud procedure. The parentheses of each node contain two numbers: the first number corresponds to the number of different users that mentioned each code; the second number corresponds to the total number of times that the code was mentioned, irrespective of the user. Three main axes are present encompassing HCI observations, namely, design issues, interpretation issues, and general user opinions. Table	 6, Table	 7, and Table	 8 in APPENDIX I present the subcategories of each of the axes and a summary of the problems related to them found with the think-aloud procedure. 













































Principal Component (PC) Variable Contribution to PC Code Reason 
TAM_PC (summary of  the responses to questions from TAM) 
WHEEZING NEGATIVE *Time pattern interpretation  *Too tedious 
*Bad localization of the archetype for this symptom 
FEVER POSITIVE (Positive aspect;  no code related) *Good localization 
COUGH   POSITIVE (Positive aspect;  no code related) *Good localization 
VOC_PC (summary of  the responses to the understanding of  the vocabulary) 
ILL NEGATIVE *Context influencing user experience  *Too tedious 
*Could not be determined. Users have diverse opinions on how being i l l  would influence the use of the system.  
WHEEZING NEGATIVE *Lack of clarity requesting information *Difference among intensity levels (trivial ,  mild,  moderate) *Difference in time scale (suddenly,  rapid,  gradually) *Distinguish among intensity levels  *Bugs 
*Intensity levels and scales from SNOMED-CT cannot be properly interpreted without examples *Error in the headings of  some sections 
SPUTUM (detected during the think-aloud procedure) 
 NEGATIVE 
*Lack of clarity when requesting information  *Differences among quantity levels  *Missing functionality or option (cannot specify color properly) *Improvement proposal 
 *Term sputum  not understood *Intermediate scales of  colors cannot be specified *Examples are needed for specifying quantities,  color,  and so on.  
AGE POSITIVE *Context influencing user experience  *Too tedious     
*Young users had more attention to detail  and they pointed out sources of  confusion in the interface 
        4.2.1. Diagnosis of negative contributors to the PCs  
 Figure 9. English version of the wheezing symptom screen. As shown in Table	 5, the think-aloud procedure revealed the causes for the variables contributing negatively to TAM_PC. For the variable representing WHEEZING (depicted in Figure 9), the interviews revealed that the negative contribution to VOC_PC was caused by bad 
localization of the symptom archetype and an error in the names of the sections that created confusion when recording the symptom information. Regarding localization, the archetype for symptom is a generic maximum dataset for all symptoms and needs to be constrained to deal with only the entities that are relevant for each context (symptom) [55]. We had kept a minimum level of localization that led to attributes such as the character of onset/cessation (e.g., gradual, sudden, rapid etc.) to appear for wheezing when they were not relevant for that symptom.  Besides, users complained that those scales were not natural to them. Again, this was a problem of bad localization from SNOMED-CT terms to express velocities in symptom onset/cessation and a lack of an appropriate explanation with examples as discussed in the following sections. Wheezing is perceived as a continuous symptom where the character of the onset/cessation is irrelevant. One user said: “Some choices caused some trouble for me to understand: the distinction between ‘rapid’ and ‘sudden’,… it may be very hard to distinguish between those two parameters.” It was not possible to identify the causes for the negative contribution of the variable ILL to VOC_PC. While some users (e.g., user 7) considered that being ill would make them less tolerant of providing detailed information; others (e.g., users 13 and 11) considered that if they were ill, they would be willing to devote more time and effort to provide all the detailed information requested.   4.2.2. Diagnosis of positive contributors to the PCs  In addition to the negative contributions to TAM_PC and VOC_PC, the think–aloud procedure allowed the identification of the causes of positive contributors (see Table	 5). The positive contribution of the variable AGE to VOC_PC indicated that the older the users were, the more positively they evaluated the question represented by VOC_PC.  The interviews revealed that the cause for this positive contribution of AGE was that six out of the seven navigation problems detected had been pointed out by users younger than 50. Also, the code being too tedious was more frequent in the interviews of users younger than 50, since it was pointed out by three out of five. Additionally, the density of the code per interview was also higher in users younger than 50 (six out of eight). The cause for this difference in the problems detected depending on age was revealed during the think-aloud procedure. On the one hand, it was found that young users showed more attention to detail and devoted more time trying to understand the complex navigation across subsections; on the other hand, older users tended to navigate in a more superficial way through those parts that had complex navigation or had a high level of detail 
(e.g., time pattern subsections). This caused young users to be more aware of the existing problems while the older users made assumptions about correct navigational behavior without analyzing the section in depth. The positive contribution of the variable COUGH was explained during the interviews as a consequence of the good localization of the symptom archetype. In the case of the symptom cough, all attributes of the model were relevant to it. For example, the periodicity fit very well since many types of cough are present with some pattern (e.g., early morning cough). Additionally, its onset/cessation may differ depending on the condition causing it. Despite the fact that COUGH had a positive contribution, the interviews performed after the think-aloud procedure detected problems in a subsection of COUGH that was displayed when the productive cough option was marked. The subsection was intended to record the characteristics of sputum, but had not been detected in Phase I as a problem. Problems related to sputum were linked to the specification of its color and quantity. Users needed examples to quantify volume and more flexibility to decide about color. Additionally, the term used in the Norwegian language was considered too medical. One user said about sputum volume:   “…you are suppose to describe how much is moderate, how much is normal; I don’t know, many people have different notions about quantity.”  Regarding the positive contribution of FEVER, the interviews performed after the think-aloud procedure revealed that it was better localized than other symptoms, including characteristics like the body location of the measurement. This made the symptom features easier to interpret for users. Despite this better localization, users identified the cessation and onset character as irrelevant attributes for fever.   4.2.3. Additional issues unveiled by the think-aloud procedure  In addition to allowing us to understand why some sections and symptoms had negative or positive contributions to TAM_PC and VOC_PC, the think-aloud procedure helped us to detect and understand many other usability issues. Below, are some other usability issues that the think-aloud procedure helped to identify. Navigation axe: Several issues related to problems with the navigation were detected. The most relevant was a bug in the system that deleted the information that had already been completed and drove the 
user back to the start screen when a specific combination of options was pressed. Second, users pointed to the need for providing better feedback and guidance across all sections so they knew which section they were completing at all times and were aware when they had finished one section and began another one.  For example, one user mentioned: “Yeah you need a little guidance, I think...well you will find out as you are doing it, but its so easy to lose those (the symptoms) on the top especially if you start with cough.” In addition, the amount of detail and number of sections made the users lose their sense of where they were at each point. The users appreciated the navigation bar, but also commented on the need for additional feedback informing them about how much information they needed to provide to finish each section and to better differentiate each of the sections they were going through.  Users like reassurance that they have finished completing a section with an explicit indicator. In addition, for inner subsections, they proposed using different headers and text sizes to better identify the nesting structure of the subsections. The need for better guidance was also identified with problems about understanding when a feature refers to each symptom episode or to the whole history of the symptom. More guidance was also needed when requesting complex information, such as time patterns. This was linked to the positive contribution of AGE since older adults may need better guidance to record details appropriately. Users pointed out that it would be appropriate to start filling out information according to the symptom that is most concerning and continuing in a decreasing order of importance. Finally, although mandatory fields were indicated by a red star, some users wanted to be informed about this more explicitly to avoid having to go back to search for them when the error was displayed. Lacking options or functionalities: Regarding missing options and functionalities, the think-aloud procedure made us reconsider adding the section for reporting the precipitating factor of a symptom, which had not been implemented. Users considered this to be paramount since it would allow them to link causes or factors that worsen or improve a symptom. The users complained that they could not express such factors.  When asked about missing signs linked to respiratory symptoms, the users mentioned that they would like to mention joint pain that is often present in flu episodes. Regarding the complexity of the system, the users encouraged us to reduce the level of detail when possible since they needed more flexibility in providing some details that were difficult to 
remember. For example, some users pointed out that having so many subsections for recording each symptom would make them feel anxious if they felt ill. User 7 said: “Too many choices, too many questions, I would say. I think in a realistic situation I would be a little impatient with all these issues and options, so I had enough… perhaps I might only choose something to make it go faster.”  The problem of sections that were too detailed was also noticed in the sections about behavioral information, such as tobacco consumption, where users preferred to be able to include cigars and casual smoking behaviors in general rather than using accurate pack-year measures as in the clinical domain. Users pointed out that when leaving a section unanswered they thought they were doing something wrong. An example of this is the section for recording chronic diseases, where no field must be completed if no disease is present. The users preferred to have a default option to explicitly specify that the condition was not present rather than leaving the section unanswered. For example: “Ok. There should be an alternative that you don´t have. No chronic diseases.” In addition, users pointed out that, in some situations, the user may be providing information on behalf of another person. Therefore, this should be considered as an option, and that accessibility should be taken into account.  General user opinions: Users also provided valuable feedback about general topics during the think-aloud procedure. The most important general issue detected was the need for examples to differentiate among the levels of the scales. For example, users recommended that the scales taken from SNOMED-CT terms to specify the volume of sputum or intensity levels should be explained with examples. With regards to volume, the users wanted examples that specified quantity (e.g., “half a teaspoon”). With regards to onset/cessation, the users recommended that types should be described, and for intensity levels, which were selected from the SNOMED-CT sub-concepts of symptom severity (i.e., trivial, mild, moderate, etc.), they should be illustrated by examples of impact on daily living (e.g., “you are not able to go to work”). About intensities, one user said: “Moderate… does that mean I can’t go to work? Or does it mean I feel bad at work? Or does it mean that I stay in bed all day? … It is hard to know seriously and if you are in the system and wondering whether you should go to the hospital or not or whether you should go to the doctor or not…”  
Another issue identified was the need to request information more clearly in sections by stating the sentence as a question rather than as a section title. For example “Do you have any chronic diseases?” was preferred to “Chronic diseases” as a section title. Also, some words were identified as too medical and unnecessary; users pointed out that they did not need the medical term as long as they had a good description that allowed them to understand the information requested. An example is headache types (e.g., cluster, tension, or migraine), where a good description was enough for users to understand and appropriately communicate the headache type without the need to know the medical term. Some users forgot some symptoms; one user proposed avoiding this by starting with the symptom he was the most worried about and continue recording symptoms in order of their importance. Finally, only one user mentioned that he or she would like to be told explicitly that the data would be appropriately handled.  4.2.4. Perceptions of users about the usefulness of the symptom checker  When asked generally about the system, the users perceived consumer CDSSs for symptom checking as a positive initiative (see Error!  Reference source not found.). All users acknowledged the usefulness of symptom checkers to avoid unnecessary visits to the GP and to be more informed about health issues. Two users also mentioned the specific case of parents that need to access reliable health information to decide about whether their children need to visit a doctor or not. Several users mentioned the problem of checking raw information on the Internet since this often creates anxiety and unnecessary concern leading to stress and unnecessary GP visits [56]. For them, initiatives involving symptom checkers that drive the user to reliable health information may have a positive impact on their quality of life by making better use of health resources and avoiding the effort that making an appointment and getting to a GP office involves. For example:  “I think that is a very good idea. I think most people if they know that it exists they would use it, because they will trust that more than a random search on the Internet, because most people know that a lot of information on the Internet is a bit scary.” Finally, no differences were detected according to educational level or gender. 
	
	5. Discussion  5.1. Multivariate statistics in usability testing  
As in psychology studies, usability data interpretation involves the study of latent variables (e.g., usefulness, ease of use, satisfaction, etc.) that are observed indirectly. This indirect measure is usually carried out with methods that contain many correlated items (e.g., questionnaires or interview sections). Moreover, this response variable depends on many dimensions determined by the characteristics of users (age, profession, computer literacy, etc.) and systems (design choices, layout, color coding, etc.). This makes usability studies multivariate in nature. Multivariate statistics represent a way for usability practitioners to observe how many variables involved in a study interact at a time.  Some usability studies have employed the power of multivariate statistics to perform comparisons of different products or settings. Davis and Jiang made use of another multivariate statistical tool (MANOVA) to study the significance of differences among three diabetes websites whose usability was measured as correlated variables [40]. Similarly, Smith et al. used MANOVA to study the effect of an intervention with a website for helping patients that had suffered from stroke [57]. These studies used multivariate statistics to check for significant differences among groups. When it comes to PCA, Sauro and Kindlund proposed the use of PCA with the objective of unifying several usability metrics into a single PC [58]. However, an even more appealing use of these techniques is as a part of the usability methodology itself, thus providing insights into the true structure of the variance in the study data. In specific, dimensionality reduction techniques such as PCA or factor analysis help to observe the latent structure of data, separating it from the random variance introduced by the indirect observation. This was seen in the usability questionnaire of Phase I, where all TAM-related questions could be reduced to only two PCs that could be regressed to detect variables with a significant influence on technology acceptance. Understanding this variation allows for investigating all the relationships among the variables in a quantitative manner, thus maximizing the knowledge extracted from the study dataset. A very related multivariate technique that could have been used as an alternative to PCA is factor analysis. However, factor analysis assumes prior knowledge of the latent variable [59]. PCA was preferred over factor analysis since we had adapted TAM questions and we had added a question that might not be aligned with the underlying model. Therefore, we preferred to use PCA, which reduces dimensionality by focusing on explaining the maximum variance possible without making assumptions about the underlying model. Multivariate statistics allow for quantitatively analyzing the studies that support the conclusions of usability studies. Therefore, if they are appropriately combined with current usability methods, multivariate statistics can help to make optimal use of resources by concentrating testing efforts in those areas where there is statistical evidence of usability problems. Nevertheless, it is important to note that although multivariate statistics are a 
powerful data visualization and analysis tool, they are not a "one size fits all" approach to analyzing data from usability studies. These kinds of statistics are complex and require trained professionals to interpret their results. Furthermore, they need a large amount of data to provide useful results. Therefore, they are appropriate for testing complex scenarios with heterogeneous users and complex GUIs such as those of symptom checkers, but they may not provide a significant benefit in environments such as CDSSs for professionals where users are experts in the business process and the size of the GUI is moderate.  5.2.Findings about users 
	In general terms, our method detected that the usefulness perception of Erdusyk was high with all users, acknowledging that it is a useful technology that can help to reduce unnecessary visits to the GP, avoid anxiety when searching the Internet with search engines such as Google, and facilitate communication with the GP by making the patient reflect on symptom details. In most sections, users understood the information requested by the system correctly. Nevertheless, some important barriers were detected. The main barriers were issues related to the interpretation of symptoms´ time patterns (e.g., recurrence). Most users failed to record them properly and many were confused due to the level of detail required. Another common barrier found by most users was uncertainty about deciding what level to select in scales (e.g., intensity levels such as trivial, mild, moderate, etc.). This was caused by a lack of examples to be used as references to select one level or another. Examples are needed to allow users to understand complex concepts. However, other studies have pointed out that providing examples that are too broad about a symptom may influence the user leading to biased information [20]. Therefore, examples need to be concrete and linked to particular sections. The users also found that the GUI presented some unnecessary medical terms that could be explained with definitions rather than using the medical name. Navigation was another area where improvement is needed. Users appreciated the ability to do all symptom recordings in one screen, but missed more guided navigation across symptoms and their sections. They pointed to the need for explicitly marking the navigation over symptom sections at all times to avoid confusion about what section belongs to each symptom. Another finding related to navigation was that the users preferred to start with the symptom they were most concerned about and continue recording symptoms in a decreasing order of importance. In relation to this, other studies have documented the preference to record one symptom at a 
time [20]. Although navigation can be improved, previous experiences show that navigation problems may be minimized but not always be fully eliminated [43]. Regarding the way information was requested, the users preferred that information be requested as short questions rather than section headings. They also pointed out that although the amount of information requested was acceptable, they would have been much more comfortable if the level of detail in some sections was reduced.  In terms of problems related to the adoption of clinical models, the think-aloud procedure revealed that some symptoms (e.g. wheezing) needed a complete redesign to localize the archetype properly. Users pointed to the possibility of avoiding some sections and also pointed for the need of including other sections or symptoms. Another aspect of relevance was related to the participant’s characteristics; the second regressed model showed that older users evaluated the interface more positively. The think-aloud procedure revealed that the cause for this was the attention to detail that younger users demonstrated, unveiling more problems in understanding how information should be recorded in some complex navigation areas, whereas older users tended to navigate in a more superficial way, making presumptions about the application behavior or directly ignoring sections that involved complex terminology or navigation. Our method failed to diagnose the cause for the negative contribution of the variable representing ill users. The users provided contradictory reasons to explain it during the think-aloud phase. We believe that the use of vignettes could not simulate the real setting in this case and studies with real patients may be needed to unveil how an illness affects the user. As in Luger et al. [20], the participants pointed out that the vignettes were an added complication when recording symptoms since the users did not really have the symptoms. Related to this issue was the symptom wheezing. The study identified that some onset/cessation characteristics should not be linked to the symptom wheezing. In addition, the users pointed out to problems understanding its repetition pattern. In some diseases, wheezing has a periodic presentation; however, the users did not identify it in that way. Wheezing is usually associated with chronic diseases such as asthma or COPD and real users are needed to further understand how its time pattern can be communicated.  These findings have allowed for the determination of which areas may lead to a misuse of the system, which could result in inaccurate recommendations to users. For example, appropriately recording time patterns, intensity scales, and onset/cessation characters is needed in order to differentiate cough episodes that have viral infections as a cause (where self-care is appropriate) from possible underlying asthma that should be further investigated by a doctor 
[60]. At the moment, most symptom checkers only measure the main features of symptoms, but the knowledge derived from the think-aloud procedure about which elements of archetypes can be appropriately communicated may be used to include more detailed information, improving triage algorithms for future symptom checkers. Additionally, the effectiveness of HCI interaction in symptom checkers is highly dependent on health literacy. Therefore, the development of systems like Erdusyk must be coordinated with interventions to improve citizens´ health literacy, which is relatively low right now [23]. Nevertheless, through our experience, we learned that users are aware of the misuse of health services and they are willing to be educated to make better use of them.  5.3. Comparison with other studies 
	Several studies have presented approaches to test CDSS usability [37–40,43]. Lately, some studies have proposed combinations of different techniques to increase the problem detection rate and the robustness of the testing process [37,40,43,61]. Although the combination of techniques for CDSS usability testing offers very robust usability evaluation frameworks, there are some issues that may limit their adequacy to evaluate symptom checkers. The think-aloud procedure has been applied in CDSSs testing with end-users, but in environments where users were experts in the workflow of the business process that the system implemented. In the case of symptom checkers, evaluating the system with end-users and the think-aloud procedure will always be adequate for detecting communication barriers and avoiding negative outcomes. However, symptom checkers provide services to users with different health and computer literacy levels [23]. As a consequence of that heterogeneity, a large sample size is necessary to test symptom checkers, thus boosting the cost of executing the think-aloud procedure. Our method attempts to deal with CDSS end-user testing challenges with a detection phase using a large sample and a diagnosis stage that restricts the use of the think-aloud procedure to areas where problems have been detected. Nevertheless, it does not intend to be an alternative to other methods, but rather a cost-effective user-based method to complement them. As a matter of fact, TAM is one method that focuses on perceived usability rather than actual usability [62]. This implies that users may perceive a component of the interface as easy to use, while it has a usability problem (i.e., false negative). In the case of Erdusyk, Phase I performed well in detecting the issues related to the axes Interpretation issues and General user opinion as shown in Table	5. However, false negatives from Phase I were detected in aspects related to the Design issues axe. Again, inspection-based methods are appropriate to detect this type of issue. Therefore, our method can be applied to gain knowledge about the user's cognitive process and 
it can be complemented with expert-based methods to avoid false negatives related to design issues. This is aligned with standards such as ISO 9241 and ISO 16982 that recommend the combination of both types of methods when the system must guarantee high quality. For example, Boland et al.´s [37] and Lai et al.´s [40] methods may be combined with our method, using their first stage with a cognitive walkthrough and/or heuristics to ensure that the GUI is acceptable from the usability expert´s point of view, and later applying our method to detect whether significant HCI barriers are present for end-users. Similarly, the application of the second stage of Van Engen-Verheul [43] could be useful after applying our method to detect which issues caused higher deviations from the optimal execution path. As explained later, all these methodologies can be used effectively in the evaluation stage of user-centered design (UCD) developments working iteratively toward the final product [63]. Another type of related research includes those that have studied the process of self-diagnosis with online resources outside the usability arena. Understanding such a process is paramount to guarantee the positive impact of symptom checkers. Luger et al. investigated the cognitive process of online self–diagnosis in older-adults using the think-aloud procedure [20]. Several of the findings presented in our study are consistent with the results of Luger et al. First, they detected that younger users seemed to be more accurate in using online tools for self-diagnosis; this may be a consequence of the more attention to detail and thorough navigation of younger users detected in our study. Second, our findings regarding the difficulties of navigation and feedback are consistent with Luger’s findings using WebMD and Google for self-diagnosis, where the users found problems with navigation, layout, and error feedback. Although most of our results are consistent with Luger et al.´s, an important difference was found. In our case, most of the participants were aware of the risks of finding low quality information and appreciated having a symptom checker that could filter information well to avoid the “cyberchondria” [64] often derived from free searches in Google.    5.4. Strengths and Limitations  The method presented was used during Stage 3 of the development cycle, where system-user-task evaluation is performed [34]. But we believe that it is robust enough to be adapted to later stages of development where the system is evaluated in a real setting [34]. In such a case, the first phase should be performed using the complete TAM questionnaire and real patients should 
















Figure	10.	Inclusion	of	the	methodology	as	a	part	of	user-centered	design	developments.	 In Phase I, we checked the logs and verified that all symptoms had been covered. As a consequence, we are confident that the areas explored were the ones with the highest concentration of HCI barriers. In some sections, such as that of the wheezing symptom, despite resulting in significance in the analysis, only two users had entered all the requested information. Nevertheless, the application of the think-aloud procedure as a gold standard served to verify that there were HCI barriers associated with that section. Regarding Phase II, our experience in performing the think-aloud procedure was that from user 6 onwards, the findings were redundant for most participants. Therefore, once the areas with the highest concentrations of problems have been detected, eight users may suffice to determine the causes using the think-aloud procedure, as recommended by the literature [36]. In Phase II, increasing the sample size would not have provided significant insights into variables that were not 
explained, since real patients were needed for that. Real patients would be needed to understand why ill users evaluated the system more negatively, since the use of vignettes could not.  One limitation of this study is that most of the participants in the think-aloud procedure were recruited through the university website and most of them had higher education. Although this did not influence the methodology developed in this research, it may jeopardize the generalization of results for the evaluation of Erdusyk because most health consumers may have very different understandings of the terms and their meanings. Nevertheless, we did not find differences between users with different educational levels. Additionally, other studies suggest that the main users of online health information are in fact highly educated adults [65], which may indicate that we have covered a good proportion of Erdusyk target users.   6. Conclusion 
	The positive outcomes of symptom checkers depend on the seamless communication of medical concepts between the users and the system. The detection of HCI barriers in the user interfaces of symptom checkers is paramount to avoid providing misleading advice that may result in negative consequences for users. Testing with end-users is needed to assess how good a symptom checker is in communicating with users. However, the potential users of symptom checkers are very diverse and their interfaces typically contain a large number of different symptoms and possible execution paths. This may result in high cost when involving end-users to test the system. We have presented a method that aims to deal with those challenges in a cost-effective manner. The method allows, first, for detecting areas of the user interface that make significant contributions to technology acceptance; and, second, to analyze the causes of such contributions, limiting the use of the think-aloud procedure to significant sections of the user interface. Multivariate statistics allow for analyzing the results of remote tests performed by large samples of users, thus maximizing the coverage of the GUI. The results of the statistical analysis can be used during the second stage to determine which areas of the GUI the think-aloud procedure should be focused on to diagnose the causes of the problems found.   Acknowledgements This work was supported by Helse Nord [grant HST1121-13], the Faculty of Health Sciences from UIT The Arctic University of Norway [researcher code 1108], and the Norwegian Research 
Council [grant 248150/O70]. We thank Professor Emeritus Rafael Romero-Villafranca for reviewing the statistical analysis of this paper.    APPENDIX I 
	
Table	6.	Design	issues	axe.	Design issues Lack of option for describing symptom (OR)  Whole symptoms missing   
Section to mark “no chronic diseases”  Symptoms such as shortness of breath should be linked to the precipitating factor Specify if you are recording on someone’s behalf  Users need more colors to specify the features of sputum. Cannot specify gray. In headaches, users advised to set only a description or, first the description, and later, the medical name in parenthesis Navigation problem Bug in tobacco reporting makes users jump back to the previous screen  Help button not seen  More marked navigation signaling when the symptom starts and ends is needed Allow to start by the symptom the user is most concerned Clarify the hierarchy of sections signaled with text size is important Missing functionality or option Not possible to specify cigars or snus consumption  Not possible to specify casual smoking  Not possible to specify that the user has traveled to more than one foreign county  No option to say that no chronic disease is present  Missing option to indicate the precipitating factor (e.g. physical activity)  Option to indicate that information is provided on behalf of someone  Free text field  Allow to point out the position of the headache rather than describe the location Joints pain symptom missing Feedback Mark in red mandatory sections, searching them is difficult Provide feedback to mark the change among symptoms and sections  Say in advance when new subsections are appearing  Explain well the system in the introduction/welcome  
	  
Table	7.	General	user	opinions	axe.	General user opinions Usefulness perception “Nothing really to improve, you can leave it as is, seems like a good pattern” Good to decide when going to the GP or not rather than search in Google  Useful for people in general, but specially for parents with children to avoid unnecessary visits to the emergency room Useful in areas with poor health infrastructure  It is considered good that the GP is on the loop and reads what the user reports  This is better than looking in the internet freely because you get scared, more scientific “It’s obviously a useful and welcome technology, and it makes the patient reflect on some details that the doctor would have to ask. Puts the patient in the right path” Helps to structure symptoms to express them better to the doctor  Too tedious Too much text in the welcome page Many subsections that open gradually to fill in and too much information  Cant remember so many tobacco details  It can be difficult to remember all the details of the time patterns of the symptom  Improvement proposal One page per symptom: delimit better the start and end of each symptom (e.g. “now we start reporting the symptom wheezing…”) etc. Rephrase chronic disease as a question  Users considered that medical terms are not fully necessary. A description could be enough Order information in drop downs alphabetically  Add links to websites for those users that want further understanding of a symptoms or condition  Need examples for intensity and quantity scales to know what each level represents (e.g. sputum volume) Only one place (fever) requires the use of the keyboard. Use a drop down so keyboard is not needed at all.  Help button missing  Allow to start with the symptom the user is most concern about and continue in order of importance  Buttons continue & back on the sides of the website should be added For medical terms such as headache, the description should go first and the medical name of the disorder should go in parenthesis  For list of options, a help button should be offered with additional information to understand the data requested An extra free text field would be nice to leave a 
note, but it would be useless for automatic systems  Some users had to repeat the recording of demographics because of the bug in tobacco  Mark better the hierarchy of sections with different text headers  Add graphic metaphors for sections such as intensity  Set units and rephrase when asking about how many weeks elapse until a symptom repeats  Data security concerns Want to know where data will be stored in a organization of confidence such as the hospital  Context influencing the user experience “I think in a realistic situation would be a little impatient of all these issues and options, so I had enough perhaps only chosen something to make it go faster.” If you are color blind the system may have some barriers  People who are ill would take more time to read details and try harder when blocked Gender of the user  Mood of user  Others (General User opinions) Some parts difficult to understand what info is requested  Fairly o no big troubles, accessible and intuitive, user friendly, easy to understand  Not too medical Quite comprehensive Easy to read A bit too much detail  Complete  Scale “generally unwell” considered weird  Not too much room for improvement   
Table	8.Interpretation	issues	axe.	Interpretation issues Lack of clarity when requesting information Word sputum not understood  Reformulate chronic disease request as a question Word trivial is not familiar language  Wheezing cough instead of wheezing confuses in wheezing subsections  Cluster headache, tension headache and migraine not familiar terms, just describe better (help button was not seen) Some questions formulation not easily understood or are too long English-like words “timing”, rephrase in proper Norwegian language “Behavior” is not a good name for the tobacco section  Time pattern interpretation Problems expressing that a symptom repeats every X weeks  Difference continuous and periodic  Unsure about the time pattern of the symptom wheezing  Vagueness in scales Difference among Distinction between 
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